Is it the girl or is it the gown?

chanson

Cole Porter (1892-1964)

Language: anglais
Date: 1944
Note: Extrait de la revue musicale "Seven lively arts". - Lyrics du comp.
1re exécution : 1944-12-07
Variant of the title: Seven lively arts. Is it the girl or is it the gown?
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Editions of this work

enregistrements

enregistrements (1)

→ A musical toast
  the 13th annual S.T.A.G.E.
  Material description: 2 disques compacts
  Note: Note : Enregistrement public
  Note sur l’enregistrement : Los Angeles. - us. - Luckman Theatre
  Compositeur: Cole Porter (1892-1964)
  Producteur de phonogrammes: Varese Sarabande Records
  Distributeur: Arcade France
  Éditeur commercial: Colosseum Schallplatten
  Link: catalogue
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Is it the girl or is it the gown? in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data:
diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF
or JSON.
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Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb140211715

Sources
Internet (1999-03-31)

Variant of the title
Seven lively arts. Is it the girl or is it the gown?